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About This Game

Decisions is a game that you decide what the main character should do in certain scenarios/events this will lead to an insane
flowchart of outcomes and what not. So basically this is a game were you decide their fate!

This game adds so many cool and mysterious stories that will be cleared out in the future if you suspect any ideas of the story
line please comment them through the Sevo Tech website. Another cool feature is the cut-scenes which will be at the start of

every level giving you the info of whats happening next but right now it is just a natural disaster!

What this Game has to Offer

In this game you will be able to make as many decisions as you want for the main character in the game so far there is 2 Levels
but inside these two levels is a complicated series of events what will put you on the spot!! What you do in this game is up to

you make decisions to the event your in by pressing buttons 1 & 2 for the two different answers, as this game is a work in
progress it does however contain a whole entire level select screen a title screen (like most games) and will contain different

game-modes!!

Graphics

Now to the graphics of the game, the graphics may be a little on the clip art side but i have tried my best to make this game as
enjoyable as possible! This is also ALPHA version of the game so multiple things will change!
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Game-Play

The game play of decisions is a bit different to your normal game play as it will be in very early access so there will be multiple
bugs and glitches and only three buttons will be needed 'mouse 1', Buttons '1', '2' & '3'. Multiple things in the game WILL be

changed and ADDED in the future including gamesaves.
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First Update:

HELLO, our first update as a patch note first of all i would like to anounce that the release date is not final but getting very
close as of now I have only a few thing left to do...

Whats left?

 A splash of colour (from an artist (not me))

 The first ever mode that will have a release anouncement soon

 Finally more patches

So there will be a final release date soon but it will be here before you know it!

- Sevo Tech
. First Mode Anouncement!!:

Hello again everyone to the announcement of the first EVER mode in Decisions!! Just a quick note this mode will come with
the game it will not be a DLC. What is this mode? it is called the lightning mode:

Pretty sick pic (lol) anyways this is just a release mode so when the first actual mode comes this mode will be deleted!
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What can you do in this mode?
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